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ABSTRACT
My most recent body of work frees me from traditional animation and graphic
design principles that had become second nature in my creative practice over years of
commercial work in industry. I now find myself unconsciously creating shape and form
without a preconceived vision of the final outcome. This allows for a free-flowing
approach to my canvas.
The canvas in which my forms are created is virtual space and can be described as
an infinite cube. The first step I take in each of my pieces is creating a cube with the
center residing at Cartesian coordinates 0,0,0. From there, I make the decision either to
subdivide the cube into sections or extrude faces from the cube. In either case, I begin to
see the possibilities in which the form can take. Some forms are organic and rhythmic
while others become machined and rigid. At this stage, color and light are not a part of
the equation.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
If there is one thing that I have learned throughout my career it is that if you find a
skill you are good at, master it and the rewards will eventually come your way. For as
long as I can remember, I have had a passion for creating, whether it is combining herbs
and spices for the perfect sauce, or making precision cuts so that pieces of wood become
structures, to creating shape and form from “primitive” geometry.
While working through my Bachelor’s degree, I discovered I had proficiency with
creating imagery through the use of the computer. Since then, I have always considered
the monitor as my canvas and the mouse as my paintbrush. These tools have helped me
acquire a successful career in graphic design and animation. I have created many forms
of imagery from corporate identities to simulation and training to video games.
These pieces of work have always been designed for a client or a particular
audience. More often than not, my response or critiques have not come from fellow
artists. This has created an internal struggle regarding what I consider to be art. It is
because of this struggle that I came to the Art Department at UCF to revitalize and master
my art form.
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CHAPTER 2: IN SEARCH OF
My Master of Fine Arts journey started by way of another university; the degree
specifically targeted 3D modeling and animation. The major program seemed perfect in
that I would be able to pursue the same skill set that I had been developing for many
years. The difference between industry and education is that I would be creating
animations for myself and not for a client. This would allow for me to participate in
animation festivals and technical conferences including SIGGRAPH.
The lure was wonderful. Animation directors from Pixar and Lucas Films came to
our school to lecture and share insider information. The professors showed us how to
think of animation as poetry in motion. The MFA students were all in a shared space,
which was a large studio. But still there was something missing for me.
I quickly found myself imparting knowledge of tools and techniques to my
colleagues. I started to become a technical director for others animation, however, I did
not feel as if I was learning how to make my work artful. Through this realization, I
found myself losing interest in my field of study because I did not feel like I was growing
as an artist. I began asking myself questions like how many monsters can I create, and
how many objects can I re-create from the physical world? I felt as though the skill that I
had been developing throughout my career suddenly had little value in the art world.
After taking a year off to re-evaluate myself I decided to speak with the Chair of
the Art Department at the University of Central Florida, who at that time was Ke Francis.
As he explained the philosophy behind UCF’s terminal art degree, I began to realize the
potential of learning from professors with very different backgrounds. My new
colleagues would also be from varying backgrounds and I would be able to redevelop my
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skill set through the intermedia synthesis of all art forms including photography, painting,
and sculpture.
In hindsight, this turned out to be the best decision I could make. At first, I found
it difficult to stop thinking like a production artist or graphic designer. I needed to begin
expressing what my art would be about and why it belongs in the art world. During
critiques, I was unable to discern which advice to take so I began creating pieces that
integrated all comments. Because of my inability to focus on a body of work, my art
began to suffer. By the end of the second semester, something within me clicked. I
discovered that I was going down the right path but I just needed to harness the concept
of abstraction. From that moment on, I enjoyed the creation and the result of my creative
research.
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CHAPTER 3: PATHWAYS
When I started my first semester of classes at UCF, I found that I still had the
passion for animation and making it artful. Throughout my career, my animations were
created as representational and for function within the commercial world. My first series
of animations broke away from the traditional narrative format by incorporating ideals
and practices of the abstract and non-representational.
As I began the animation project, I could not break free of the traditional process
of brainstorm, sketch, and formulate the beginning and end of sequences. Because of this
I found myself reverting back to representational form which evoked a predetermined
motion or path over time. This did not satisfy my need for a free flowing, undetermined
action or reaction to my virtual canvas. It was then that I decided to study abstract theory.
During the research, I found microbial forms and the movement of these forms to
be extremely intriguing. In nature, shape and form tend to incorporate the purest sense of
graphic design along with a sense of random motion. Instead of replicating these
microbial forms I chose to represent them as primitive geometry such as cubes, spheres,
and cylinders. The primitive geometry allows the viewer to concentrate on how the form
changes over time. By contrast, more often than not, recent breakthroughs in animation
tend to focus on high-end equipment and advancements in technology (Lovejoy, 2004).
The next part of the process was to animate these forms such that each was
random. The 3D animation software that I was using has the capability of using
mathematical expressions to generate movement. One of the foremost artists in this
practice is Yoichiro Kawaguchi. He is a professor of Computer Graphics in the Art &
Science Lab, Department of Art at Nippon Electronics College, Tokyo. His work has
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been shown in many animation festivals throughout the world including SIGGRAPH.
After reading an article originally printed in ArtFutura’s 1990 catalog, I found that his
philosophy embodied exactly what I was striving for:
Repeatedly the unimaginable form, color, and way of moving of the flora and
fauna of the natural world give me ideas for my work in computer graphics. With
the creation of the earth and the historical accumulation of time, many bewitching
forms and patterns of movement, rules and principles have come into being. Even
in the most primitive period in the process of evolution, the forms of life, seen
from archeological point of view, offer extremely interesting material for
modeling. Early life forms are specially interesting because in their still
undifferentiated condition, the direction of later complex evolution is not yet
decided (Kawaguchi, 1990, p. 1).
I began animating the standard primitives using existing mathematical
expressions such as the Figure 1 (Petitot, 2003, p. 652) shown below. Using these preexisting expressions was quick and produced my intended results, which was exciting
because of the randomness that was produced.
Circle;
Move 4 0 0;
Move 0 0 0 nurbsCircle1.rotatePivot;
For ($x=0;$x<60;$x++)
{
duplicate;
rotate –r 0 30 0;
move –r 0 0.3 0;
}
select –all;
loft;
Figure 1. Sample Mel Script
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After exploring many iterations of these animations, I started to explore writing
my own expressions. This in turn became a complex study of programming within
scripting languages. I found myself delving into the computer science realm which
ultimately took me farther and farther away from the artful sense of the animation.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show one frame of the randomly generated animations.

Figure 2. Streaming Blobs: animation
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Figure 3. Micro Urchin: animation
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During the production of these sequences, the viewing plane became an important
issue. Trials and careful consideration went into how the audience would perceive the
animation. The first and most obvious choice was to display the animations on a large
format flat screen monitor. This provided a crisp clean image with brilliant color, though
in my mind this was not innovative because of the issue that the animation became reliant
on high-end technology. The only way the animation could be packaged is with the
monitor and I felt as though I was going to be a TV salesman and not an artist.
Projection onto a wall and various objects became the next stage of evolution.
Tony Oursler was the inspiration for my projection on a concave structure. The
inspiration was based on his multi-part installation entitled Blue Dilemma. One of his
pieces in the installation, “Oursler, back projects the woman’s face on a cluster of
transparent boxes, stacked in rows like goods in a supermarket ”(Cork, 2003, p. 1).
My concave screen matched the dimensions of the projection which was nine feet
wide by six feet tall. Because of the size and curvature of the screen, the viewer
experiences an opportunity to walk into and feel as though they are a part of the
animation. The disadvantage of this front projected method is that the user could walk in
front of and interrupt the projection of light casting his or her shadow onto the screen.
This presented a new and unforeseen dimension to the animation whereby the viewer
actually becomes involved with the animation. I felt as though this needed to be explored
more in-depth but was a distraction to what I was trying to achieve at this point.
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The next viewing plane went in the opposite direction by displaying the
animations on a 2.5 inch screen. The device was an iPod and it had already become a part
of pop culture. The thought was to be able to distribute animations via the internet and
have the portability to be viewed anytime, anywhere. One frame stills can be found in
Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7.
I still consider this a viable option but fear that the device could become dated.
The iPod certainly delivers brilliance and clarity of the animation. I showed this in a
gallery space and found that even though iPod was extremely popular most people
handled the device as if it were a precious item. The viewers were leery of navigating to
the movie section or simply did not know how to use the device.
The other problem was that the animations were designed to loop continuously
but the iPod did not have that capability. Once the animation played through to the end of
the animation, the iPod automatically reverted back to the menu. This proved to be
disappointing because part of the intent of the animations was to not have a definitive
beginning or end.
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Figure 4. Spheredeform: animated loop

Figure 5. Blobbypod: animated loop
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Figure 6. Blck_Wht: animated loop

Figure 7. BlckWht2: animated loop
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While trying to solve the looping issue, I started to randomly create shapes and
form both representational and figurative. Little did I know that these images would
ultimately be the precursor to my final body of work. Figure 8 depicts objects that could
be machined or man made. The structure began as curves which in turn allowed for the
rendering of surfaces.

Figure 8. Cans
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Figure 9 also was created from a series of curves. In contrast to the Cans, the idea
was to make the form more figurative in nature. The intertwining characters allow for a
perception of movement across the glass like world.

Figure 9. PipeDream
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Figure 10. Reflections
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Figure 11. LightCycle
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Figure 12. Stalag
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Figure 13. PerfectCage
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CHAPTER 4: KEY FRAME
Feeling somewhat frustrated with the technical dilemmas, I reverted back to
creating a traditional linear animation. The idea behind the animation “HB” was to create
a conceptual work in motion analogous to where animation has come from. Void of any
audio, the viewer can concentrate on the motion and imagery within the piece. With
perspective playing the greatest role the viewer sees the icons of 3D animation in a
setting of a back alley. Once the viewer has become familiar with the surroundings, the
camera dollys out to see the city street is actually a model resting on a traditional drafting
table which then cuts to a computer monitor showing the entire scene. As the camera
dollys further, the viewer is then introduced to an abstract representation of the animator
working on the computer at a conventional workstation.
Once the work was completed I decided to render a few key moments within the
animation and display them as digital prints. After the images were rendered I decided to
push the abstraction of the pieces by distressing the virtual canvas. I was conscious of not
using standard filters that are provided by the program but took pieces of old cloth, which
were scanned and overlaid onto the surface through a series of custom brushes.
Interestingly enough, the series of four prints worked better than the completed
animation, as seen in Figure 14, Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 17. The animation
worked as a conceptual piece however the prints left more to the imagination of the story.
The icons within the pieces were captured in a way that implied motion but their
destination was uncertain. The distressing of the surface created the notion that the
viewer was peering through a veil into another world. The captured image came with
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great consideration to perspective and vantage point allowing the viewer to see the scene
from exaggerated views.

Figure 14. HB01
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Figure 15. HB02
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Figure 16. HB03
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Figure 17. HB04
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CHAPTER 5: FREE EXPRESSION
After reflecting upon all of the work created thus far, I began to see that I was
expressing my art through abstraction. In further research of Abstract Expressionism in
the 1940’s through the 1960’s, I related to primitive form, light and color. Bringing this
idea of the abstract through a digital process seemed very comfortable for me. It allowed
me to break free of traditional design principles and work flows. I felt refreshed that I
was able to create structures that are non-representational and have an intricate system of
color which simulate reflection and refraction of light.
Color is factored in when all physical extrusions of the virtual object have been
interconnected. All of the forms that I create have no apparent beginning or ending. The
materials that I choose to apply to the form are in direct response to the digital world of
color modes, RGB, CMYK and HSV. Lighting systems work hand in hand with the
materials that are applied to the form. The combination of color and light create
additional intricate interconnecting forms. These new forms are reflections and
refractions based on multiple factors throughout the creation phase including the
perspective that I choose to present for the final shape. In all, the canvas in which I make
art is boundless not only in width and height but also in depth both formally and
conceptually.
At this time, I choose to present my work in a more formal yet contemporary way.
The pieces are digitally printed and mounted on a frameless board offset from the wall in
which they hang. This allows the work to have a sense of permanency without being
reliant on current technology. Over the years I have explored displaying my virtual forms
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using various pieces of equipment including digital monitors, projectors, and mobile
devices. Each method of presentation has its own unique advantages and disadvantages.
The most effective advantages in presenting through the use of technology are
motion and light. When the work is animated, it begins to take on new characteristics in
shape and form. The perception of light flows freely around the glass like structure as it
passes by the viewing plane. The color and the vibrancy of the color are certainly an
advantage on a light-based image because we are limited to the pigments that can be
physically reproduced on a printing device.
A disadvantage of displaying on a monitor is that you are restricted to the size and
shape of the display. Having the work mounted on the wall allows the viewer to stand as
far back as the room will allow or as close as the viewer wants. Even though size plays an
important role, the viewer isn’t restricted and can find the distance that is most suitable
for each of the pieces which can also enable a sense of disassociation from the computer.
Because of this the viewer can focus on the makeup of the piece rather than what it is
being displayed on. The display can date the work. Today the work can be displayed on a
high definition flat panel but tomorrow it may be a thin Mylar film that could be rolled
up. This would ultimately change the characteristics of the work itself.
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Figure 18. cross112807
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Figure 19. maze101507
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Figure 20. cubes101107
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Figure 21. glass1115a07
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Figure 22. glass1115b07
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Figure 23. glasscage100507
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Figure 24. glasscage092007
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Figure 25. box022008
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Figure 26. wedges111907
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CONCLUSION
As much as I have verbally minimized the use of technology in my work, I cannot
deny that I am reliant on it and perhaps maybe even be addicted to it. I am one of those
who look forward to updates in software and advancements in processing. As far as I am
concerned, the computer cannot be big enough or nor fast enough.
Over the past three years, I believe I have found a place in the art community
where the computer can co-exist. I have pushed my resources to the limits and in some
cases they have come crashing down on me. Knowing those limits and trying to push
beyond them have allowed me to create art through the abstract. I am certain that I have
only just broken through the surface of the abstract and I look forward to masking what’s
in the future.
On March 6, 2008, I showed my work in a juried group exhibition at the Orlando
Museum of Art. The title of the show was “Beat-niks & Bongos: Abstract Art”. Pictures
from the show can be found below in Figure 27, Figure 28 and Figure 29. Out of the
forty-seven accepted artists, my work was the only art that was created digitally. I
received many compliments from the other artists most of which were excited to see a
fresh new look on a seemingly dated concept. The younger generation of artists mostly
asked technical questions while the older generation asked more questions about my
influences to the work. Being able to answer both sets of questions made me feel as
though I am truly on my way of becoming a Master within the Fine Art.
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Figure 27. Orlando Museum of Art: Beat-niks & Bongos
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Figure 28. Orlando Museum of Art: Beat-niks & Bongos
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Figure 29. Orlando Museum of Art: Beat-niks & Bongos
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